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Spectral Analysis of the Theory of Anticipato~·y Prices 
One of the key contributions to the modern theorv o~ intertemporal 
price relationships is Working's concept of the price of storage. The price 
of storage is defined as the difference between the current cash price and 
the price of a futures contract (or as the differc~nce tiet\.Jeen the prices cof 
two futures contracts with different dates of deliven·). The concept ('f tre 
price of storage in tum is pivotal to the understanding of the operatic,:-. of 
modern futures markets for continuously storable commodities. Given tlic 
centrality of this concept in the modern theory of intertemporal price be-
havior and the resurgence of interest in the operatioa and importance of 
futures markets, it appears that empirical investigation of the theorv is 
merited. A series of excellent empirical studies including Brennan, 
Tomek and Gray and Weymar have tended to support Working's fonnulation of 
the price of storage concept. However, relatively little attention has been 
directed at intertemporal price relationships at the daily level and at the 
anticipatory price l.ypothesis that is a cornerstone of Working's price of 
storage concept. 
This paper is an attempt to examine intertemporal price relationships 
at a daily level by investigating the relationship between the cash and 
futures prices for three of the most important continuously storable com-
modities that are actively traded on modern futures markets--corn, wheat 
and soybeans. The techniques of spectral and cross-spectral analysis are 
used since they allow analysis of behavior in the frequency domain thus 
allowing easy identification of the cyclical behavior of the prir.es under 
investigation. This is particularly important since cross-spectral analysis 
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enables one to examine the relationship between two time series at all rele-
vant frequencies while the more standard regression analysis precludes this 
type of investigation. 
In general, Working's anticipatory price hypothesis and its implications 
bear up well under empirical scrutiny in the wheat and corn markets. The soy-
bean market, however, is a different story. Our results suggest that there is 
little if any relation between the behavior of the daily cash and futures 
price in the short run for that market. We draw several implications from 
this result in the following. 
In the way of outlining what follows, we first examine the theory of 
anticipatory prices and its empirical implications. '..:e then proceed to out-
line the basic results of the theory of spectral analysis necessary to the 
paper and we then present the empirical results and interpret them. 
The Theory of Anticipatory Prices 
Prior to the formulation of the theory of the price of storage it was 
commonplace to view cash and futures prices as essentially independent prices. 
For example, it was widely held that events expected to intervene between the 
current date and the delivery date would not affect the cash price bt1L would 
affect the futures price and thereby change the spread between the two prices. 
It was Working's contribution to recognize the key role storage plays in this 
price formation process by providing a continuous link between supply in the 
future period and the present supply situation. Working further points out 
that for continuously storable commodities any change in expectations is re-
flected in the entire _arr~ of prices. Hence, one can iJerceive a $4.00 fu-
tures price as, say, a $3.80 cash price plus a market determined $.20 carry-
ing charge; a positive carrving charge reflects relatlv··ly abundant storage. 
On the other hand, a negative spread between the cash and futures price re-
' 
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fleets a ti~ht storage situation and not the expectation that the price f 
the uJntrnct. 
3!1 d!1ticipatory price', i.e., rJ. r1rice b.!SL'<.1 l>l <;'.:'>-TJCCt;l!::l<"l~·. 
view, prices are the result of interch·tion in tLe m21 et1'~.1c.:~ c:' ,_. <rioi:s 
econonic agents--each acting on th·· b sis uf his ezr'ec·tct:icin <)f '"''-.,it ti1c' 
future holds. In the final view, tl1erefore, price f:):-:naticn is ':c:-1sed '':' .111 
agglomeration of individual expectaLions. 
Working further ~schews the traditional asswnpti.un that all iadivi.duacs 
have equal knowledge in favor of the rec~ognition that, "tliL' :Enuu:1t of perti-
nent information potentially available to traders i.n ~iost modern l:ldrkets is 
far beyond what anyone can both acquire and use to good effect." Hence, 
different traders use different bits of information and signals in making 
their decisions. If this information comes onto the market in a randon 
manner one would thus expect traders' actions and, therefore, prices to move 
in a fairly random manner. Yet, even though information is being accurately 
digested and utiliz ~d it is not necessary that prices fluctuate randomly, 
since, as Working recognizes, one of the most important sources of information 
for many, particularly short term, traders is how other traders act. For in-
stance, it is well known that there exists a considerable body of traders 
trading on a "mechanical" basis. Trading in this fashion tends to smooth out 
price changes and make them appear less random than they might otherwise seem. 
Working's theory of anticipatory prices provides a rationale for both random 
walk price behavior as well as a low-order autoregressive process, and there-
fore, considerably predates Danthine's recent demonstration that efficient 
markets need not generate pr.lees that fluctuate randomly. 
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Empirical Implications 
The empirical implications of the anticipatory price hypothesis 
are clear. First, because both the cash and the futures pri.ce reflect 
the same expectations, one expects a close relationship between changes 
in the cash price and changes in the price of futures contracts. To 
steal a phrase from Tomek and Gray, 11 ••• futures prices reflect essen-
tially no prophecy that is not reflected in the cash i'rice .•• " Given 
these considerations the theory implies that changes in cash and futures 
prices should be highly correlated. Second, the notion of an anticipatory 
price suggests that both futures and cash prices behave according to 
a random walk or a low order autoregressive stochastic process. In the 
parlance of spectral analysis, therefore, one would then expect to 
find a strong level of coherence at all frequencies and spectral densities 
that are consistent with either a random walk or low order autoregressive 
stochastic process. 
Methods and Data 
To test the major hypotheses of the theot·etical work by Working on 
intertemporal price behavior we concern ourselves mainly with statistics 
generated from the spectral density function and the cross spectral 
density functions which can be written respectively as 
and 
00 
l: 
k = -<Xl 
C (k) exp - iAk 
x 
! 
k = -00 
C (k) exp -L\k 
xy 
(1) 
(2) 
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where C (k) and C (k) ar~, respectivelv, the autocovariance function of x 
x xy • 
and cross-covariance function between x and y of lag k, \ is the angular 
frequency and i x v:r: fhere are various method·· of estimating th<· 
spectral density and cross spectr~l density functions. H0~~v0r. in this 
study we employ the smoothed periodogram technique ~iict generatrs esticate~ 
of the spectral density fun•'tion hy avt'rag.iag adjacc1·.t periodC1gram ordir:<ttc:-
(for more details see Koopmans, Cha;::ter 8). If the Daniell or rectar';ular 
weighting procedure is used then it •:an be shown that the cs~if.1::teJ c;pec·tr·c1 
density function at frequency ~. is asymptotically distribut~d as 
J 
fx(Aj) 2 (3) 
2n Xzn 
where n is the number of periodogram ordinates averaged. A particularly 
important statistic for our purposes is the squared coherence, 
(4) 
which is clearly always between 0 and 1. The squared coherence may be 
interpreted as the proportion of power at angular frequency \ which can be 
explained by a linear regression of one time series on another. Hence, 
? 
for heuristic purposes it can be treated much like the R- statistic of a 
regression using data of only frequency \. Therefore, a strong linear 
') 
association between x and y at frequency \ is to be associated with a o-
xy 
2 
approachi.ng 1, while weaker associations will generate a o closer to 
xv 
zero. It can be demonstrated (Koopmans pp. 282-3) that the random variable 
-1 " i: a tanh (p ) 
xy 
(5) 
-1 i3 approximately normally distributed with mean and variance, tanh (D ) + 
xy 
(~(n-1) ) and ~ (n-1) where p is the estimated coherence and ~ is the 
xy 
inverse hyperbolic tangent of p 
xy From this information we can generate 
approximate confidence intervals for the estimated coherence. 
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Observations on day-to-day price changes were generated by 231 daily 
observations on the following: the closing price in dollars per bushel of 
the March, 1977, wheat and corn futures contracts and the January, 1977, 
soybean futures contract; the closing daily boxcar price for contract grade 
wheat, corn and soybeans at Chicago denominated in cents per bushel. Dif-
ferencing, of course, leads to the loss of one observation so that the data 
used in the actual estimation procedure consisted of 230 observations. 
Estimation Results 
The most interesting aspect of the estimated spectral density functions 
is the remarkable similarity between the estimated spectral density functions 
for wheat cash price and futures price and the similarity between the corn 
cash and futures price spectral density functions. In both cases it looks 
as if one almost could lay the graph of the appropriate futures spectral 
density function directly on the plot of the spectral density function for 
the associated cash price. 
Turning to the estimated spectra for the soybean cash and futures 
prices there is a surprisingly large disparity between these two statistics. 
The estimated spectral density function for soybean futures price exhibits 
a strong concentration of power at the relatively high frequencies suggest-
ing very short term cyclical effects. Indeed, one is tempted to speculate 
that some of the concentration of power may be a result of the aliasing 
problem inherent in the spectral analysis of time series. That is, for 
daily observations it is impossible to detect a cycle of length shorter 
than two days. Concentrations of power at very high angular frequency may 
then suggest the presence of even shorter term cycles. Inspecting the 
spectral density function associated with the soybean cash price, one immedi-
ately notices the apparent lack of a concentration of power at any frequency. 
" 
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To further investigate the intertemporal characteristics of the day-to-
day changes in the cash and futures prices each esticrated spectral density 
was tested to see if it ·,;as statistically consistent ,,·ith a "white noise'' or 
random-walk process. It c.i'l he sl1oi..rn that the theorE'tical spectral de:1sitv 
2 " 
. . f d lk h . . 0 ' - . h . ~unction o a ran Olii-wa st1l(' ast1c pnicFss is -~11111ere · 1:; t e vn--1:1nc .. : 
of the series. Therefore, 11y substituting a consistent t:stimate o'.· '--'~c 
variance of the respective seril~s into this expression ind ·.1sint"; the re-
sult in (3) an asymptotic critical region for the nu.ll hypothesis of white: 
noise can be constructed. Suppose that ~. and 6, are specified as the lower 
J J 
and upper limits, respectively, for the critical region of the jth estimated 
spectral ordinate. If there are r estimated ordinates it is straightforvard 
to construct an r dimensional rectangle 
R"" [f 0.) : ~. < f {A,)< o.,j,. 1,2,. .. r~ 
x J x J J 
such that Prob [f (A) ER] 
x 
1-a. This rectangle is the r dimensional joint 
fid i f h l d ' ll f • I • , , l/ con ence reg on or t e r spectra or inates. aon ·erron1 s inequadtv--
implies 
Prob/[f 1 \) t:R] '. 1 - ~-Prob. f C\.) iR.)= l<~~t" ~ x - J=l J x J J ..J 
h 1 . h f. d f" f. . f l . th . 1 ~ere -a 1st econ 1 ence coe ic1ent or tie J interva . j Using these 
results implies that if we choose a. = a./r, .,;e will have a joint confidence 
J 
coefficient of (1-a). Applying this information to the white noise case where 
the theoretical spectrum is a constant defines a lo\.:f.".r bound of 
"2 ~2 2 
; ~nn X ;n(aj) and an upper bound of 8 = 4nn X 2n(l-~j). The null hypoth-
esis is rejected if any estimated spectral ordinate falls outside the range 
defined by ~ and o. 
These results were used to construct asymptotic confidence regions at 
the .95 level for each of the estimated spectral density functions. The 
' 
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confidence regions are reported on Figures 1 - 6. With the sole exception 
of the estimated spectral density function for soybeans futures price change 
all the estimated spectral density functions do not appear to be statisti-
cally inconsistent with the null hypothesis of a random walk process. Again, 
however, one must be struck by the divergence between the estimated spectral 
density functions for soybean cash price change and soybean futures price 
change. The former is clearly consistent with a random-walk process, while 
the latter is not and rather seems to he consistent with some type of low 
order autoregressive process. In any case, the futures price is clearly 
noisier at high frequencies than the cash price suggesting greater short run 
variation. More will be said about the implications of this result later. 
To more closely investigate the relationship between the various prices, 
the cross spectral density functions for each respective pair of cash and 
futures price were calculated using the smoothed periodogram technique. In 
turn, the coherence statistic associated with each pair was calculated over 
the frequency 0 to n; the results of the latter are plotted in Figures 7 - 9. 
Using the result in (4) establishes a critical value of approximately .45 
at the .OS confidence level for the test of the null hypothesis p = 0 
against the alternative hypothesis p > 0. Hence, any estimated coherence 
that is less than .45 cannot be said to be statistically significantly 
different from zero. 
Interestingly, the coherence as estimated at all frequencies for the 
corn and wheat price couples are all greater than the critical level and 
in their case the null hypothesis of p • 0 cannot be accepted. However, in 
the case of the estimated coherence between the soybean spot and cash price 
by far and away the majority of the coordinates are below the .45 level and, 
therefore, cannot be declared statistically significantly different from 
- 9 -
c. zero. The only estimated coherencies that are above the .45 level are, 
in the main, associated with angular frequencies smaller than .8. Henc , 
any strong degree of re lat it>nship between the movc11vnts Ln soybean cash 
and futures price:; seems tn be restricteJ tu cycle leng~Ji:,; cf r;;c:-e than 
s<..'ven days--in terms ,if daily data-·-the relit'.\·el:; .J.Oc:.g run. There see::1:~ 
:.o ce little evldt'nc dav-cc-da': basis. 
- . 
Clearly, the results reported abuve Jo net offer unqualified suprcr· 
for the anticipatory theory of price changes. Although, price changes i.;1 
the wheat and corn market appear to be very consistent with the theory, 
this is not the case for soybean cash and futures price changes. Particularlv, 
there is little or no evidence of any close relationship between cash and 
futures price changes at the relatively high angular frequencies (short 
cycle lengths) suggesting that short run price movements in the cash and 
futures market are not closely related. Further, analysis of the estimated 
spectral density functions for soybean cash and futures price changes indicates 
a much higher concentration of power at high frequency levels for futures 
price changes than for cash price changes. Presumably, therefore, there 
is much more day-to-day fluctuation in the futures market than in the cash 
market. However, there does appear to be a close relationship in the long 
run between soybean cash and futures price changes as evidenced by the 
relatively high coherencies observed at low angular frequencies. 
Hence, one may presume that, in the short run at least, cash and future 
prices in the soybean market reflect different sets of expectations or at 
least different decision rules. If this supposition is true then it is 
necessary to discover why the soybean market operates in an inherently 
different manner than the markets for the other storable commodities under 
• 
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investigation. We feel that the explanation lies in the structure of the 
soybean futures market. 
The soybean futures has been relatively more attractive than the corn 
and wheat markets to a class of speculators which include scalpers, day 
traders and non-member position traders. These speculators lack or are 
late acquirers of market information, hence they tend to trade intuitively 
or mechanically hoping that small price movements will be sustained. 
Such trading may well account for the apparent autoregressive structure 
of the soybean futures price spectral density function. Although the 
activities of these traders cause soybean futures markets to be very 
noisy in the short run, they have little effect on the cash market 
soybean price since the difficulties of ownership exchange and arranging 
for the transfer of the physical commodity prohibits similar short term 
switches in position in the cash market for soybeans. Hence, the 
relatively low estimated coherence for the higher frequencies. However, 
in the longer run (lower frequencies) there appears to be a much closer 
relationship between changes in soybean cash and futures prices. 
One explanation of this phenomenon may lie in the trading behavior 
of speculators in the market for soybean futures contracts. As this 
class of speculators becomes more well informed and closes out losing 
speculative positions, the soybean futures market price comes to more 
closely reflect underlying expectations that are based on accurate 
interpretation of existing market conditions and becomes more correlated 
with the cash price of soybeans. Therefore, in the lorg run one would 
expect a much closer relationship (as observed) between cash and futures 
price behavior. 
.. 
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The soybean futures market is also characterized by the unusual 
degree of spreading activity on the part of speculators (see e.g. 
Hammonds). Although, theoretically, the difference between two futures 
prices can be conceptualized in the same manner as the difference 
between the cash and a futures prices in terms of tile price of storage, 
it should be clear that wide scale spreading coupled with :,1echanical 
trading could very well drive a wedge between cash and futures price 
behavior in the short run. This is especially true since spreading 
is undertaken solely with reference to differences between the prices 
of futures of contracts with different delivery dates and without 
reference to the cash market. However, as time wears on one would expect 
accurate digestion of information to insure that this dichotomy be 
removed. 
Apparently, therefore, the soybean market has a high concentration 
of" ••• traders with a low level of trading competence" (Working) and 
spreaders. Hence, the "corrective power of the market" tends to take 
a longer time to fully develop. In other words, there are substantial 
short term price e"fects in the soybean futures market that are directly 
attributable to these mechanical and intuitive traders. It appears 
that in the long run the expectations o~ the relatively better informed 
traders tends to dominate--witness the very high levels of coherence at 
high angular frequencies. Further empirical investigation and theorizing 
is needed to determine if a restatement or alteration of theory of 
anticipatory prices is necessary. 
Figure 1: Spectral Density Wheat Cash Price Change 
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Figure 2: Spectral Density Wheat Futures Price Change 
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Figure 3: Spectral Density Corn Cash Price Change 
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Figure 4: Spectral Density Corn Futures Price Change 
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Figure 5: Spectral Density Soybean Cash Price Change 
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Figure 6: Spectral Density Soybean Futures Price Change 
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Figure 7: Coherence Wheat Futures, Cash Price Changes 
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Figure 8: Coherence Corn Futures, Cash Price Changes 
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Figure 9: Coherence Soybean Futures, Cash Price Changes 
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FOOTNOTES 
l/ One could also rely on the asymptotic independence of the 
spectral ordinates in the construction of this r-dimensional rectangle 
(see e.g. Just). Bonferroni's inequality, however, is easier to apply 
and given independence will generate an exact confidence interval. 
• 
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